
A MUCH NEEDED SHIFT IN CLIMATE CHANGE INDEX NARRATIVE. FOCUSING ON THE SOLUTIONS: THE
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES THAT PRECLUDE DAMAGING CO2E EMISSIONS FROM EVER TAKING PLACE

iClima Global Decarbonization Enablers Index 

WHY

To represent the companies that are leading climate
change mitigation. We can move our economies away
from BAU high emission transportation, energy, food, and
heat. GLCLIMUN is in line with innovations that are
reshaping our world.

The best way to reduce carbon in the atmosphere
Is by not emitting in the first place.

Green revenue and Potential Avoided Emissions, in
Gigatons of CO2e. The delta between a high emission
BAU scenario and a lower emissions one enabled a
CLMA solution.

What companies are in CLMA that make it so unique?

Climate change solutions are scaling up and converging
enabling decarbonization and regeneration of the planet

Climate change is the biggest problem the world faces, but mitigating it is also the biggest investment
opportunity of our lifetime - CLMA represents the companies in line with this unprecedented value creation.

iClima has a unique stewardship vision. CLMA will VOTE & ENGAGE with companies to work towards a
future where, for example, solar panels are made of solar energy and are fully recycled.

The transition towards Net Zero is accelerating. We are reshaping our economy towards 
sustainability and low emissions.

Ticker : GLCLIMUN

A portfolio approach; a ‘one stop shop’ for owning the relevant solutions. GLCLIMUN
has over 160 companies in a modified equal weight. It is not just about gases;
GLCLIMUN incorporates S, G and broader E indicators when screening companies.’

Telepresence | Heat Pumps | Smart Meters | Smart Thermostats | Fuel Cells | Plant Based Diet | Electric
Micro-transportation | EV Chargers | Ride Sharing | Electrolysers | Recycling Solutions Wind Generation
Solar Generation | Renewable Equipment | Long Duration Energy Storage | Green Hydrogen
Battery Recycling | Building Insulation | Energy Efficiency | Smart Grid | Local Solar | Green Finance
Vehicles 2 Grid | Virtual Power Plants | Water Efficiency | Pollution Control

Sample of companies:

What are CLMA’s key metrics?

What makes CLMA so robust?

What CLMA is not?
No ESG black box scorecards | No usual FAANG/MAMAA and banks | No lack of clear key metrics


